Please Note: Some RFP documents incorrect list this as RFP #814955

Q1: Will RFQ #815769 need any installation or professional services quoted? If so, could you provide any drawing schematics, a system description and/or construction documents?
A1: Yes, programming and installation should be quoted. Available documents attached below.

Q2: For RFQ #814955, line item 64, could you provide any drawing schematics, a system description and/or construction documents to better give an accurate number for installation services?
A2: Available documents attached below.

Q3: For RFQ #814955, line items 34, 35, and 40, can you provide a drawing or picture of the plate. The quote numbers provided are proprietary to the firm who designed them per the manufacturer – and thus can not be shared. We have to provide a picture or drawing.
A3: Respondents may contact COVID (https://www.covid.com/) and request the information and cost for the plates. These plates are custom made for the project and are QT-0104386, QT-0104387 and QT-0108697.

Q4: For RFQ #814955, line item 36, what is the brand/manufacturer for the WS 9866 media cart?
A4: AVFI is the manufacturer of the Executive Mobile Cart. No finish has been decided yet.

Q5: Could you please provide additional detail on the
   QT-0104386 Tech Plate
   QT0104387 Tech Plate
   QT-0108697 Covid Plate 1RU, HDMI, RJ45
   Need plate size, color, connectors, etc.
A5: COVID has all the information and pricing, they can reach out and reference these numbers which are for this project.

Q6: I can't find WS 9866 Executive Mobile Media Cart on the google. Could you provide more details? (manufacturer, finish, etc.)
A6: AVFI is the manufacturer and no finish has been decided yet.

Q7: Will there be a functionality scope and room layout provided for this project.
A7: The equipment drawing (attached below) give functionality; however, we do not have a final layout yet. MSI is currently working on the infrastructure plan.
TOTAL WATTS 8,466 TOTAL HEAT LOAD (BTU)